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The Challenge of Subtitling Offensive and Taboo Language into Spanish 2023-01-27 this book provides readers students and teachers with a clear and
concise guide to understanding the concepts of offensive and taboo language and how this type of language can be subtitled into spanish used in spain it
combines theoretical and practical approaches and covers technical matters as well as those of censorship ideological manipulation translation strategies
and techniques the treatment of offensive and taboo language and how to conduct research in this field it includes an array of examples from recent films
and tv series to present the reader with real samples of subtitles broadcast on digital platforms today in addition each chapter includes exercises with
which the reader can put theory into practice as well as possible solutions in the form of answer keys it will be of use not only to researchers and
students but also to future audiovisual translators seeking to acquire further knowledge in the transfer of offensive and taboo language
Non-offensive Defence For The Twenty-first Century 2019-03-11 this anthology constitutes an attempt to take stock of the debate on non offensive
defence after the cold war providing information on a research project that was initiated in 1985 at the centre for peace and conflict research in
copenhagen
License to Harass 2009-01-10 offensive street speech racist and sexist remarks that can make its targets feel both psychologically and physically
threatened is surprisingly common in our society many argue that this speech is so detestable that it should be banned under law but is this an area
covered by the first amendment right to free speech or should it be banned in this elegantly written book laura beth nielsen pursues the answers by
probing the legal consciousness of ordinary citizens using a combination of field observations and in depth semistructured interviews she surveys one
hundred men and women some of whom are routine targets of offensive speech about how such speech affects their lives drawing on these interviews as
well as an interdisciplinary body of scholarship nielsen argues that racist and sexist speech creates reproduces and reinforces existing systems of
hierarchy in public places the law works to normalize and justify offensive public interactions she concludes offering in essence a license to harass
nielsen relates the results of her interviews to statistical surveys that measure the impact of offensive speech on the public rather than arguing whether
law is the appropriate remedy for offensive speech she allows that the benefits to democracy to community and to society of allowing such speech may
very well outweigh the burdens imposed nonetheless these burdens and the stories of the people who bear them should not remain invisible and outside
the debate
The Nivelle Offensive and the Battle of the Aisne 1917 2015-07-31 the notorious plateau of the chemin des dames saw some of the heaviest fighting of the
first world war situated just 100 km north east of paris it was the scene in 1917 of the bitterly controversial nivelle offensive which is remembered today
as one of the worst disasters in military history for battlefield tourists the chemin des dames is among the most fascinating sites on the entire western
front yet until now there has never been a detailed english guide to the actions that raged there in 1917 this new book by andrew uffindell fills that gap
as well as demolishing the many myths about the nivelle offensive it enables readers to explore the remarkable battlefield for themselves five tours
supplemented by forty six stops at individual places of interest provide an exceptional insight into the struggle for the chemin des dames illustrated with
a wealth of maps and photographs this book will be essential reading for anyone interested in the first world war
Observations on the offensive and injurious effect of corporal punishment on the unequal administration of penal justice 1827 the internet
has been romanticized as a zone of freedom the alluring combination of sophisticated technology with low barriers to entry and instantaneous outreach to
millions of users has mesmerized libertarians and communitarians alike lawmakers have joined the celebration passing the communications decency act
which enables internet service providers to allow unregulated discourse without danger of liability all in the name of enhancing freedom of speech but an
unregulated internet is a breeding ground for offensive conduct at last we have a book that begins to focus on abuses made possible by anonymity
freedom from liability and lack of oversight the distinguished scholars assembled in this volume drawn from law and philosophy connect the absence of
legal oversight with harassment and discrimination questioning the simplistic notion that abusive speech and mobocracy are the inevitable outcomes of
new technology they argue that current misuse is the outgrowth of social technological and legal choices seeing this clearly will help us to be better
informed about our options in a field still dominated by a frontier perspective this book has the potential to be a real game changer armed with example
after example of harassment in internet chat rooms and forums the authors detail some of the vile and hateful speech that the current combination of law
and technology has bred the facts are then treated to analysis and policy prescriptions read this book and you will never again see the internet through
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rose colored glasses
A Demonstration of the Inexpediency and Unlawfulness of War, Both Offensive and Defensive, on the Principles of Christianity 1838
numerous publications exist which examine elements of the security discipline few address these elements as a continuum of interrelated functions none
examine the structure of offensive vice defensive security in anything other than the domain of international security this text has been written to fill this
gap and to support a course in offensive defensive security developed by henley putnam university which briefly reviews the history of the field of
strategic security and its three component parts protection intelligence and counterterrorism as well as its two distinguishing characteristics offensive
tactics and operations combined with technological innovation the course then moves to an in depth assessment of related security areas that focus on
defensive tactics and operations homeland security criminal justice conflict and peace studies and emergency management while these fields may appear
at first to be part of strategic security this course and the associated text explores the critical differences and the fact that they are also critical elements
of industrial governmental and military security emphasis will be placed at an introductory level both academic and professional distinctions and discuss
the structures associated within these domains the text is divided into the following key sections section 1 the basics section 2 the environment section 3
security planning and management section 1 provides an orientation for the reader to a common frame of reference through information provided in the
following chapters it is not intended to be a single source of all relevant information additionally this text is not intended to be the exhaustive single
source for all conditions rather it provides a roadmap of considerations on how to reach a specific goal in an efficient and informed manner section 2
examines the world the security professional must inhabit again in a generalized manner and likely in a way never before considered elements of
neurology biology physics philosophy logic analytics and finance are presented in a manner unique to the changing paradigm of offensive defensive
security philosophy the various chapters are labeled as terrains as the best representation of the environmental information to be discussed each will
approach the topics in as clear a manner possible of current thinking and science within each as critical to the understanding of the total security
environment the how why and in what ways they will affect the world of this security paradigm finally section 3 incorporates the information of the first
two sections and applies the knowledge gained to the planning and management of an integrated security plan the objective of this section is to utilize
the concepts and processes developed via international agencies such as the project management institute to demonstrate how to create an integrated
and manageable enterprise structure and not a one size fits all template as the knowledge consolidates integration begins that of incorporating the
security entity into the enterprise as a whole be that enterprise be a business government entity or military operation the only difference is the scale this
is a vital step in that the act of protection cannot interfere with the process of performing the enterprise function in fact it must enhance the enterprise
function and assist in ensuring its success key learning points the approach and purpose of this text has been outlined the following are the key reasons
or learning points in summary a define the key elements and environments within which the security plan and operational management activities must
occur b familiarize the student with cultural biological financial informational and legal aspects necessary for the understanding of how these domains
influence human behavior the primary aspect of security planning and operations c familiarize the
The Offensive Internet 2011-05-01 this book offers a nuanced understanding of offensive television content by drawing on an extensive research project
involving in depth interviews and focus groups with audiences in britain and germany provocative screens asks what makes something really offensive
and to whom in what context why it offence felt so differently and how does offensive content matter in public life regulation and institutional
understandings
Some Observations on War, both offensive and detensive, being the substance of a letter written by a Native of Tasmania. With an introduction, etc 1860
we live in an interconnected world in which expressive and religious cultures increasingly commingle and collide in a globalized and digitized era we
need to better understand the relationship between the first amendment to the united states constitution and international borders this book focuses on
the exercise and protection of cross border and beyond border expressive and religious liberties and on the first amendment s relationship to the world
beyond us shores it reveals a cosmopolitan first amendment that protects cross border conversation facilitates the global spread of democratic principles
recognizes expressive and religious liberties regardless of location is influential across the world and encourages respectful engagement with the liberty
regimes of other nations the cosmopolitan first amendment is the product of historical social political technological and legal developments it examines
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the first amendment s relationship to foreign travel immigration cross border communication and association religious activities that traverse
international borders conflicts among foreign and us speech and religious liberty models and the conduct of international affairs and diplomacy
Observations on the offensive and injurious effect of Corporal Punishment; on the unequal administration of penal justice; and on the ...
advantages of the mild and reformatory over the vindictive system of punishment 1827 through primary sources william thomas allison explores
the tet offensive through political military and public lenses to give students the most well rounded view of the event possible
Offensive and Defensive Security 2013-05-21 for members of the u s army s task force faith and the first marine division the battle of chosin reservoir
is an epic story of survival courage and ingenuity their exploits are well known woven into the storied histories of the u s army and marine corps now for
the first time attack at chosin recounts this battle from the chinese perspective describing the advance that forced general macarthur to reorient his
strategy which not only marked a turning point in the korean war but impacted events in asia in ways that still resonate today the battle of chosin
reservoir as the chinese commanders foretold determined the fate and length of the korean war author xiaobing li describes the fighting that began on
november 27 1950 when 150 000 soldiers from the chinese ninth army group attacked the first marines and elements of the 7th infantry division in the
remote mountains of north korea it was a calculated attempt to repel macarthur s home by christmas offensive and to deter un forces from further
advances toward the chinese border the fierce fighting that followed combined with the bitter cold made chosin one of the deadliest battles of the war by
december 17 after suffering more than 40 000 casualties and failing to achieve their campaign objectives to destroy the american divisions the ninth
army group was forced to withdraw one day later on december 18 1950 the remaining survivors were recalled to china as the first book to explore the
role of command and control technology and combat effectiveness from the point of view of the chinese and to examine cooperation and friction between
beijing and pyongyang attack at chosin sheds new light on the ultimate military success of the un forces during the korean conflict li also provides
invaluable insights into chinese military doctrine strategy and tactics that continue to influence foreign policy and american military institutions today
Provocative Screens 2017-11-14 this book is an invitation to every american it is not the work of a political party or special interest group it is a
challenge to learn the facts connect the dots and think for yourself evelyn cross is an ordinary american stories from her life reveal simple truths such as
the fact that dogs and cats can get along in the same house can humans she also highlights how unrestrained anger escalates into violence and abuse
every abuser blames his victim saying if he or she hadn t said or done this or that i wouldn t have needed to kick punch beat or otherwise injure him the
abuser feels justified she urges everyone to read the bible and learn its principles regardless of personal belief why experiment using trial and error the
bible tells stories of how people throughout history confronted challenges how good people made bad mistakes and the consequences they experienced
as a result gain insights to make life better for yourself your children and your community ask the right questions learn the facts build a strong america
based on wisdom and truth
The Cosmopolitan First Amendment 2014 the belief that airpower is inherently offensive is a recurrent theme throughout airpower theory and
doctrine before world war i dogmatic belief in the dominance of the offense in land warfare affected the military decisions which resulted in the disaster
of the trenches termed the cult of the offensive by scholars faith in offense became so unshakable in pre 1914 europe that military organizations
dismissed as irrelevant the numerous indications of the waning power of the offense as technological developments strengthened the defense with
airpower s professed inclination for offense could a cult of the offensive perniciously trap airpower doctrine and lead to similarly disastrous consequences
the study begins by establishing the theoretical background necessary for case study analysis airpower defense is defined as those operations conducted
to deny another force s air operations in a designated airspace airpower offenses are those operations in the airspace defended by another or operations
conducted outside of one s actively defended airspace the relationship between offense and defense is dissected to discover that airpower defense enjoys
neither an advantage of position nor of time so traditional clausewitzian views relative to the power of the defense do not apply to airpower next the
study describes those factors which may inject or reinforce a preferential bias for offense into airpower strategy and doctrine a cult of the offensive is
defined as an organizational belief in the power of offense so compelling that the military organization no longer evaluates its offensive doctrine
objectively this leads to an examination of the ramifications postulated to result from offensive ideology
The Tet Offensive 2010-04-26 ballistic missile defenses bmd have been an issue in u s soviet and u s russian arms control talks since the 1970s during the
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cold war the nations sought to balance limits on offensive weapons and defensive weapons so that they could maintain strategic stability which refers to
the ability of each side to launch a retaliatory strike after absorbing a first strike by the other side contents of this report 1 intro 2 strategic stability and
the relationship between offensive and defensive forces 3 bmd and the 1991 start treaty the negotiating framework start ratification resolving competing
priorities bmd programs and budgets bmd in the 1980s and 1990s current bmd plans and programs 4 bmd budgets over time
Attack at Chosin 2020-05-07 the german wehrmacht was one of the most capable fighting forces the world has ever known but in the end it was no
match for the allies some historians contend that the allies achieved victory through brute force and material superiority but as peter mansoor argues all
of the material produced by us industry was useles without trained soldiers to operate it a coherent doctrine for its use and leaders who could effectively
command the formations into which it was organized
Warning! This Book Is Offensive and Politically Incorrect 2021-02-23 helps improve individual and team performance features 75 drills with key
points and diagrams
Airpower And The Cult Of The Offensive 2015-11-06 first offensive is a comprehensive account of the marine s offensive in the battle for guadalcanal
during wwii the work consists of the facts on how the marines sent a message to japan by devising and overcoming the enemy told at the level of
companies platoons and individuals this work reveals the relationships between air ground and marine forces in world war ii the book contains maps
tables charts illustrations appendixes bibliographical notes etc what makes this work stand out is that it breaks down various elements to make them
more understandable for readers who are not familiar with certain aspects the guadalcanal campaign was a military campaign fought between 1942 and
1943 on and near the island of guadalcanal in the pacific theater of world war ii it was the first significant land offensive by allied forces against the
empire of japan
Ballistic Missile Defense and Offensive Arms Reductions 2010-11 why do people take offence at things that are said what is it exactly about an
offending utterance which causes this negative reaction how well motivated is the response to the offence offensive language addresses these questions
by applying an array of concepts from linguistic pragmatics and sociolinguistics to a wide range of examples from tv to twitter and from mel gibson to
donald trump establishing a sharp distinction between potential offence and actual offence jim o driscoll then examines a series of case studies where
offence has been caused assessing the nature and degree of both the offence and the documented response to it through close linguistic analysis this
book explores the fine line between free speech and criminal activity searching for a principled way to distinguish the merely embarrassing from the
reprehensible and the censurable in this way a new approach to offensive language emerges involving both how we study it and how it might be handled
in public life
The GI Offensive in Europe 1999 what is offensive warfare an offensive is a military operation that seeks through an aggressive projection of armed
forces to occupy or recapture territory gain an objective or achieve some larger strategic operational or tactical goal another term for an offensive often
used by the media is invasion or the more general attack an offensive is a conduct of combat operations that seek to achieve only some of the objectives
of the strategy being pursued in the theatre as a whole commonly an offensive is carried out by one or more divisions numbering between 10 and 30 000
troops as part of a combined arms manoeuvre how you will benefit i insights and validations about the following topics chapter 1 offensive military
chapter 2 battle chapter 3 blitzkrieg chapter 4 battle of kursk chapter 5 aerial warfare chapter 6 operation bagration chapter 7 military operation chapter
8 second battle of kharkov chapter 9 combined operations chapter 10 case blue ii answering the public top questions about offensive warfare who this
book is for professionals undergraduate and graduate students enthusiasts hobbyists and those who want to go beyond basic knowledge or information
for any kind of offensive warfare
AFCA's Offensive Football Drills 1998 in the thatcherite offensive alexander gallas shows that thatcherism s unity as a political project lay in the fact
that the thatcher governments profoundly shifted class relations in britain in favour of capital and restructured the institutions underpinning class
domination
First Offensive: The Marine Campaign for Guadalcanal 2022-06-02 no mission too difficult no sacrifice too great duty first for almost a century from the
western front of world war i to the deserts of iraq this motto has spurred the soldiers who wear the shoulder patch bearing the big red one in this first
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comprehensive history of america s 1st infantry division james scott wheeler chronicles its major combat engagements and peacetime duties during its
legendary service to the nation the oldest continuously serving division in the u s army the fighting first has consistently played a crucial role in america s
foreign wars it was the first american division to see combat and achieve victory in world war i and set the standard for discipline training endurance and
tactical innovation one of the few intact divisions between the wars it was the first army unit to train for amphibious warfare during world war ii the first
division spearheaded the invasions of north africa and sicily before leading the normandy invasion at omaha beach and fighting on through the hurtgen
forest the battle of the bulge the ruhr pocket and deep into germany by war s end it had developed successful combined arms regimental combat teams
and made advances in night operations wheeler describes the first division s critical role in postwar germany and as the only combat division in europe
during the early cold war after returning to the united states at fort riley kansas the division fought valiantly in vietnam for five trying years successfully
protecting saigon from major infiltration along highway 13 while pioneering air mobile operations it led the liberation of kuwait in desert storm and kept
an uneasy peace in bosnia and kosovo along the way wheeler illuminates the division s organizational evolution its consistently remarkable commanders
and leaders and its equally remarkable soldiers meticulously detailed and engagingly written the big red one nimbly combines historical narrative with
astute analysis of the unit s successes and failures so that its story reflects the larger chronicle of america s military experience over the past century
First Offensive 1992 this is a day by day account of the battle of kharkov and operation fridericus it discusses operations down to a battalion level the text
is supported by 49 maps complete orders of battle for both armies including the german allies
Offensive Language 2020-11-12 in your disgusting head dr and mr doris haggis on whey reveal through newly discovered discoveries all the ways in
which your head disappoints you for many years the scientific and educational community has wondered and worried about the possibility that semi sane
scholar pretenders would find the means to put out a series of reference books filled with ludicrous misinformation and aimed at children well we offer
you your disgusting head by dr and mr doris haggis on whey a world renowned and much feared expert on everything dr doris haggis on whey has
seventeen degrees from eighteen institutions of higher learning with her husband benny she has traveled the world many times over has learned about
all aspects of life including outer space and food first hand the human body is beautiful and mysterious the mysterious part reeks of cheese but no part of
your body is as scary and horrifying as your head in your disgusting head you ll find amazing information such as the ear was invented and designed by
feranando de la mancini goldfarb in 1911 which was also a good year for yeast good reasons for teeth removal dentist did it peer pressure not sharp
enough found better teeth like on the ground suspected of enjoying flossing decay and mouth politics the real reason your ears can t hear your pets
talking the answer is simple your pet is a mumbler with the wit and irreverent sense of humor for which dave eggers and mcsweeney s is known comes
the second volume in the revolutionary haggis on whey world of unbelievable brilliance books more than just entertaining and informative your
disgusting head will help you appear smarter more in touch with your sensitive side and whiten your teeth and much much more that will likely sicken
you
The Easter Offensive of 1972 1979 a most anticipated rom com selected by buzzfeed lgbtq reads bustle the nerd daily entertainment tonight frolic
media and more a best book pick by harper s bazaar entertainment weekly the charm offensive will sweep you off your feet popsugar in this witty and
heartwarming romantic comedy reminiscent of red white royal blue and one to watch an awkward tech wunderkind on a reality dating show goes off
script when sparks fly with his producer dev deshpande has always believed in fairy tales so it s no wonder then that he s spent his career crafting them
on the long running reality dating show ever after as the most successful producer in the franchise s history dev always scripts the perfect love story for
his contestants even as his own love life crashes and burns but then the show casts disgraced tech wunderkind charlie winshaw as its star charlie is far
from the romantic prince charming ever after expects he doesn t believe in true love and only agreed to the show as a last ditch effort to rehabilitate his
image in front of the cameras he s a stiff anxious mess with no idea how to date twenty women on national television behind the scenes he s cold
awkward and emotionally closed off as dev fights to get charlie to connect with the contestants on a whirlwind worldwide tour they begin to open up to
each other and charlie realizes he has better chemistry with dev than with any of his female co stars but even reality tv has a script and in order to find to
happily ever after they ll have to reconsider whose love story gets told
Offensive Warfare 2024-05-26 the notorious plateau of the chemin des dames saw some of the heaviest fighting of the first world war situated just 100
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km north east of paris it was the scene in 1917 of the bitterly controversial nivelle offensive which is remembered today as one of the worst disasters in
military history for battlefield tourists the chemin des dames is among the most fascinating sites on the entire western front yet until now there has never
been a detailed english guide to the actions that raged there in 1917 this new book by andrew uffindell fills that gap as well as demolishing the many
myths about the nivelle offensive it enables readers to explore the remarkable battlefield for themselves five tours supplemented by forty six stops at
individual places of interest provide an exceptional insight into the struggle for the chemin des dames illustrated with a wealth of maps and photographs
this book will be essential reading for anyone interested in the first world war
The Thatcherite Offensive 2015-10-14 note no further discount for this print product overstock sale significantly reduced list price a series of 40
illustrated brochures that describe the campaigns in which u s army troops participated during the war each brochure describes the strategic setting
traces the operations of the major american units involved and analyzes the impact of the campaign on future operations high school students and above
writing research papers about world war ii and china may find this volume and the series beneficial military leaders soldiers historians and world war ii
enthusiasts will want this book included in their collection all libraries should include this print volume in their world war ii reference collections related
products other products produced by the u s army center of military history can be found here bookstore gpo gov agency 1061 congressional executive
commission on china annual report 2015 can be found here bookstore gpo gov products sku 052 071 01573 6 us china economic security review
commission annual report 2012 can be found here bookstore gpo gov products sku 052 071 01559 1 a new type of great power relationship between the
united states and china the military dimension can be found here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 000 01123 1 united states army in world war 2
china burma india theater stilwell s command problems clothbound format is available here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008 029 00074 1 ctid 143
imperialism with chinese characteristics reading and re reading china s 2006 defense white paper is available here bookstore gpo gov products sku 008
020 01605 5 china resources collection can be found here bookstore gpo gov catalog international foreign affairs asia china
The Viet Cong 'Tet' Offensive (1968) 1969
Modernizing U.S. Strategic Offensive Forces 1983
The Big Red One 2007
Military Implications of the Treaty on the Limitation of Strategic Offensive Arms and Protocol Thereto (SALT II Treaty) 1979
US Army in WW II: The Last Offensive (Paperback) 1917
Instructions for the Training of Divisions for Offensive Action. Reprint from Pamphlet Issued by the British General Staff, War Office, December, 1916
1963
The Communist Offensive in Latin America 2003
107-2 Hearing: The National Security Implications of The Strategic Offensive Reductions Treaty, S. Hrg. 107-806, July 25 and August 1, 2002, * 2014
Operation Fridericus 2010-06-15
Your Disgusting Head 1891
American Monthly Review of Reviews 2021-09-07
The Charm Offensive 2015-07-31
The Nivelle Offensive and the Battle of the Aisne 1917 2017-08-20
Instructions for the Training of Divisions for Offensive Action. Reprint from Pamphlet Issued by the British General Staff, War Office,
December, 1916 1996
China Offensive
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